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About This Game

Stay Close is an experimental indie game with unseen and unique gameplay. The story centers on an unfortunate
couple who stumble upon a mysterious town and struggle to find their way out. There are two alternatives to the story

depending if single player or co-op mode is played.

What Would You Do In their Situation?

Players will have the opportunity to:

1. Survive against unsettling creatures in a rough environment.

2. Explore the story with an interesting character who will test your thinking abilities and judge if you're worthy of
proceeding forward.
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3. Protecting your friend and trying to survive in co-op mode.
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Title: Stay Close
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Blind Bird
Publisher:
Blind Bird
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel i5 2400 (Q1 2011)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560 (Q4 2010)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64bit Only

English,German
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have not yet been able to play every time i load up it freezes my computor
. Ok for the price. Some smaller combat maps and a long and tricky predator room. Not sure whether the character is unlocked
w\/o that DLC, since you play him anyway in the main story (and I wouldn't know since I got the premium edition on sale).

Nightwing himself is the fastest of all male characters and leaps apart from Red Hood the furthest of all men. His gadgets and
moves are the same as in Arkham City, including this unique quickfire stun which is quite useful in Combat as well as in
Predator. He also carries the REC.
Personal ranking: Harley > Robin > Nightwing > Red Hood.. tegiri is a mess and i relate. Overall a cool DLC with:
1) A new map with 5 cities and 3 islands for land fight
2) 3-4 hour main storyline ( Haven't found any other quest yet)
3) A new character (Princess Rong) as crew member ( I haven't found a way to switch to the princess in land fight as in the
video though)
4) Two types of chinese junk boats (junk and battle junk, I wonder if there are any stronger junk boats)
5) Shops with unique items and enchanted equipments (a little stronger but will disappear on ship sunk or land fight failure)
6) Chinese style ports, structures, flags and sails.
. Overall I really loved this story. I kind of wish it had been longer, but it was really good regardless. My only complaint though
was that towards the end, without warning, it changed some of my choices which I really didn't appreciate. All in all though, I
would give this a 7.5\/10.. a absolute waste of money, the updates are very slow to come out and this cash grab will probably
stay in early access forever.. This game quite fun.
But it would be nice if the game had two different type of modes. One with vocal and instrument, and another with just
instrument.
I also hope to see more songs added to the game considering the real price is $30.
Last, dont use your PC Mic, use a real microphone for the game register the audio from the PC.
I also learn while playing, not all song are sync with the lyric, also some song are missing some lyrics to some songs.
But like I said, Quite fun.. The concept is really interesting: you can communicate with robots by voice or by text. Each robots
have their own memories and experiences. This particularity give you multiples way to finish a “mission” and helps to increase
the length of the game :)

Sadly the server used by the game will soon be shut down because they didn’t sell enough copy, hopefully they will find a
solution.

If you manage to grab a copy play it and spread the words this will help North Side and show to others studio that games like
this one have a potential.

To conclude, the game is fun to play and it's really rewarding when the robots understand you :D. I'm only recommending this
game if you're an early access junkie and aren't too concerned with a few bugs and glitches (although supposed to be fully
released).

This game is a wonderful blend of Minecraft, Stardew Valley, and another early access game I adore, Stonehearth (square
headed foxes, yaaay). I might be a bit bias as I tend to gravitate towards open world, crafting, farming type of games, but I
believe this game does most of the core concepts very well. The daily "quests" so to speak can be done or completely forgotten
and so far it doesn't seem to be a big impairment on anything, other than missing out on some rewards. The crafting aspect I feel
could be a bit smoother, but, I do enjoy the creative aspect of having different tools\/tables to design things - because that's quite
realistic. The farming is quite simple and without any stamina loss, you can create, water, and expand to your heart's desire.

I do feel like the days are a bit short, but ultimately they are not a big deal unless they're specific event days.

On the cons. One of my BIGGEST peeves with this game is the inventory system and when you are given a quest item, if you're
full, it literally just drops on the ground. Unless I missed the notification, I never saw the "inventory full" pop up... this has
resulted in me backtracking for a few days just to find silly daily quests like letters, which I ultimately stopped prioritizing.

The game is still a bit laggy for me. I can run Skryim, Fallout 4, but this game cannot load in the world at times and has crashed.
Anytime it's reloaded, I'm exactly where I was, so no loss, but very inconvenient. It has come a very long way in comparison to
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first released - I could not even play it, so they have made strides in improvement. That being said, it appears they are making
continual updates, such as the one not even a week ago, so hopefully they move in that direction and continue.

All in all, I think this is a great little time waster game, especially if you enjoy the genres. It would definitely be more fun in a
group or with friends, alas I have no one who would enjoy this.. Althought I haven't got to finish this game, I've enjoyed played
it. Even tho the controls are problematic and sometimes frustrating, it is still fun thanks to its gameplay mechanics and pleasant
particle effects.
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Amazing, funny game.
8\/10. U\u015fakl\u0131 Bilal's Paint job better than this DLC.. Nice game! You can beat the game in just some minutes.
Sound Track is very nice and game mood is funny.. If you love playing Arma 3, this is your way to go!. you dont really need this
to play but its worth it. A fun casual point-and-click adventure, with innovative 3D "silhouette matching" puzzles, and just a
handful of hidden-object scenes.

While I enjoyed it, I must say the story and voice acting are quite awful, even for the low standards of this genre. The attempts
at jump scares and a spooky mood are quite pathetic. And don't expect to be engaged with the story or "characters." Ugh.

There's an achievement for finding all the pieces of popcorn. However, they are pretty much impossible to see. You'll need a
walkthrough for those. Also, there's a bonus level at the end that's ridiculously hard. Just something fun for the masochists. :)

I'd also like to thank the developers for supporting Linux!. Cute and narrative puzzle game with platformer based features and
physic interactions. Not so hard but very comfortable to complete every day some levels. Recommended!

Pros:
- Smooth designed puzzles
- Nice visual style
- Story
- Platformer and physic interactions

Cons:
- Very low sound volume

p.s. too low price. It's a great addition but really isn't worth the $25 you have to pay for it!. Really bad cheating poker game.

There was a girl, I called her the "Flush Queen\u2122". There was no way to win against her...
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